We are motivated by real-world data that exhibit severe sampling irregularities such as geological or paleoclimate measurements. Counting forbidden patterns has been shown to be a powerful tool towards the detection of determinism in noisy time series. They constitute a set of ordinal symbolic patterns that cannot be realised in time series generated by deterministic systems. The reliability of the estimator of the relative count of forbidden patterns from irregularly sampled data has been explored in two recent studies. In this paper, we explore highly irregular sampling frequency schemes. Using numerically generated data, we examine the reliability of the estimator when the sampling period has been drawn from exponential, Pareto and Gamma distributions of varying skewness. Our investigations demonstrate that some statistical properties of the sampling distribution are useful heuristics for assessing the estimator's reliability. We find that sampling in the presence of large chronological gaps can still yield relatively accurate estimates as long as the time series contains sufficiently many densely sampled areas. Furthermore, we show that the reliability of the estimator of forbidden patterns is poor when there is a high number of sampling intervals, which are larger than a typical correlation time of the underlying system. Published by AIP Publishing. Detecting a deterministic component in noisy data is an important problem in nonlinear time series analysis. The assumption of determinism underlies a large class of techniques that focus on the theory of dynamical systems. Symbolic dynamics tools have recently shown potential towards this goal. Ordinal patterns, in particular, comprise symbols obtained by a segmentation of a time series into elements of equal length. Patterns that cannot occur for a specified system are termed forbidden. Analysing the statistical properties of the resulting sequence can shed light on the underlying dynamics. Deterministic time series are thought to always be characterised by forbidden patterns, in contrast to random systems whereby any possible pattern may be realised. Thus, the relative proportion of forbidden patterns can be used to detect determinism. We investigate the effects of highly irregular sampling, such as from paleoclimate or geological data, on the reliability of this statistic as estimated from time series data.
I. INTRODUCTION
Real-world data sets often appear in the form of nonuniformly sampled time series. This may be due to device failure, weather conditions, human error, the nature of the system (e.g., financial transactions data) or the measurement method (e.g., geological data), and other causes. For this study, we are motivated by geoscientific 1 and paleoclimate time series, [2] [3] [4] which are characterised by missing entries and large chronological gaps. Although there exist several types of irregular sampling, which can vary from rather mildly to highly unevenly spaced data, the majority of established techniques in time series analysis assume regular sampling. Consequently, there is an increasing need to extend the applicability of existing techniques and create more sophisticated tools to reliably analyse irregularly sampled time series. For linear systems, the Lomb-Scargle periodogram (also known as Vanicek's least-squares method) [5] [6] [7] is an example towards this direction. For nonlinear systems, there exist a few notable (but very recent) examples, such as the similarity estimators proposed by Rehfeld and Kurths, 8 the distance metric for marked point processes by Suzuki et al., 9 and the transformation-cost time series approach. 10, 11 Detecting a deterministic component in a given time series is an important pursuit within the field of nonlinear dynamics as this very assumption underlies all techniques that require a phase-space reconstruction. Analysing the symbolic dynamics of patterns extracted from a data set has displayed significant potential. A process by which a time series is mapped to a symbolic sequence comprising permutations of a finite set of natural numbers was first introduced by Bandt and Pompe. 12 Ordinal patterns associated with a time series are obtained by partitioning the data set into elements of equal size. The symbol corresponding to each element reflects the rank ordering of sample points within. By a)
Electronic mail: konstantinos.sakellariou@research.uwa.edu.au recording the relative frequency of occurrence of each symbol, an empirical probability distribution is constructed, which contains partial information about the dynamics of the underlying system. Measures applied to this empirical distribution, for instance the original permutation entropy, 12 can shed light on the system's complexity. Several studies that explore this methodological approach have been published since then. Its applicability to real-world systems was investigated by considering brain wave data, 13, 14 Electroencephalography (EEG) signals of epilepsy patients, 15 and heart variability interbeat data. 16 While chaotic systems can closely mimic stochastic behaviour, the deterministic basis of chaos dictates certain constraints in the set of ordinal patterns, which can occur in a time series, 17 hereinafter called admissible patterns. In other words, deterministic systems are characterised by the existence of a set of forbidden patterns-patterns that do not occur in any time series realisations thereof-whereas random systems can admit every possible ordinal pattern given sufficiently long time series. This stems from the fact that sampling a stochastic process will generate identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) values. Mapping the sample data set to a symbolic alphabet of finite size (there are only m! total possible permutations of order m) results in a sequence of i.i.d. permutations, i.e., a stochastic process of finite discrete state space. The probability that any ordinal pattern is missing approaches zero as the total number of data points grows (N ! 1). 18 The forbidden patterns' property was proved for piecewise monotone interval maps on an one-dimensional closed interval, 19 but has also been empirically observed in data sampled from continuous systems. 20, 21 Kulp et al. 20 studied the reliability of the relative count of forbidden patterns as a signal of determinism in certain types of irregularly sampled data. In a previous study, 21 we extended this investigation by exploring the parameter space of the method, the patterns' length, and highlighting the importance of choosing a value as large as possibly permitted by the length of the data set. We then conducted numerical experiments under this new scope on both regularly sampled data (of various sampling periods) and irregularly sampled data-resulting from (a) random depletion and (b) timing jitter. Results on the measure's robustness were interpreted from a nonlinear dynamics perspective.
In this paper, we further extend upon previous results by exploring cases of more "severe" irregular sampling, far removed from the regular sampling grid archetype. The types of unevenly sampled synthetic data we examine are more characteristic of geoscientific measurements, such as geological or paleoclimate data, and pose a formidable challenge for the ensuing time series analysis under any methodological approach. 11 The question we ask is about the reliability of the estimator of forbidden patterns as a criterion for the existence of determinism in highly irregularly sampled time series. The sampling schemes (sketch in Fig. 1 ) we examine here include a Poisson sampling process (exponentially distributed intervals), Pareto sampling (example of a power-law distribution), and Cdistributed sampling periods for various levels of skewness.
We briefly describe the concept of ordinal patterns in Section II and outline our methodology for estimating the relative number of forbidden patterns in various irregularly sampled data in Section III. Our results are presented in Section IV, followed by a discussion of our findings and conclusions in Section V.
II. ORDINAL PATTERNS
Ordinal patterns 12 are obtained by segmenting a time series into equal-length windows and considering the rank ordering of points within each segment. Let fx n g The scheme is overlapping (successive segments have m À 1 points in common), akin to sequentially sliding a window over the data by a lag of 1 point each step. If the time series is generated by a deterministic dynamical system, the segmentation into elements of size m may be thought of as a partition of the underlying state space into m! regions.
Each of the N À m þ 1 elements is mapped to a symbolic ordering, a permutation of the natural numbers f1; 2; :::; mg, depending on the relative amplitude of elements within the partition, in ascending order. Consider the case m ¼ 5, for instance, and a time-indexed example segment, say, the third chronologically in the time series, ðx 3 ; x 4 ; x 5 ; x 6 ; x 7 Þ, whereby x 5 < x 7 < x 4 < x 3 < x 6 . First, we shift the time indices to the set f1; 2; 3; 4; 5g. Then, the associated permutation is (3,5,2,1,4) because the 1st point of this segment chronologically (x 3 ) is ranked fourth, the 2nd (x 4 ) is ranked third, the 3rd (x 5 ) is ranked first, the 4th (x 6 ) is ranked last, and the 5th (x 7 ) is ranked second. In other words, the chronological indices within a segment are stored as elements in a vector indexed by the corresponding ranking.
In general, an ordinal pattern of order m where S m denotes the set over which the permutation group of order m acts. In the event of two elements of x ðmÞ i being equal, we pick the one that occurs first chronologically as the smallest. Since the cardinality of S m is m!, the relative number of forbidden patterns (over the set of all possible) associated with a specified time series is given by
i.e., the relative number of ordinal m-patterns that were not realised in this time series. The union [P ðmÞ i in the above formula denotes the set of distinct ordinal m-patterns observed in a given time series (visible) and the symbol j:j denotes cardinality. In practice, P ðmÞ f ðx t Þ is an estimator for the relative count of forbidden patterns in the case of N < 1. Note that the absence of an m-pattern pervades all longer patterns for larger m in the form of outgrowth forbidden patterns, which leads to super-exponential growth in contrast to admissible m-patterns (exponential). This has been theoretically described for maps 22 and numerically shown for the synthetic time series we consider here. 21 
III. METHODOLOGY
In order to examine the effects of sampling on the estimator of the relative proportion of forbidden patterns computed from a time series, we generated synthetic data for various irregular sampling schemes. To address the common practical issues associated with ordinal patterns, 22 such as finiticity or noise, we simulated very long deterministic trajectories from the well-studied Lorenz system in the absence of noise. To avoid undersampling, the condition N ) m! þ m À 1 needs to hold. 22 For comparison purposes, we use the same parameter regimes as in Ref. 20 and our previous study 21 with q ¼ 200, b ¼ Consider a regular sampling grid with sampling intervals of fixed size Dt, and sampling times s k ¼ kDt; k ¼ 0; 1; 2; :::. The corresponding sampling rate is constant and equal to Dt À1 points per unit time. In order to sample in a highly irregular fashion, we consider three different distributions. Henceforth, sampling intervals t k ¼ s kþ1 À s k 2 T k are not constant, but rather independently and identically distributed random variables. We are interested in the three following cases. First, sampling s k by means of a Poisson process, in which case sampling intervals T k $ Expðk ¼ DtÞ. The sole parameter of the exponential distribution, the intensity k, is set to the value of a characteristic sampling interval of a corresponding regular grid, Dt, so as to fix the mean E½t k as a reference for comparison. Second, we sample using intervals drawn from a power-law distribution, specifically T k $ Paretoðx m ¼ Dt; aÞ, where the shape parameter a ¼ 10 (tail index) is such in order to ensure a non-vanishing probability for only moderately sized "chronological gaps" (larger sampling intervals in comparison to a typical DtÞ. The scale parameter x m is set to Dt and, hence, E½t k ¼ 10Dt 9 . Finally, we sample from a Gamma distribution of varying skewness where
whereby the shape parameter a ¼ ð 
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Sakellariou et al. Chaos 26, 123104 (2016) h ¼ Dt=a is defined by means of the formula for the first moment E½t k ¼ ah, again fixed to Dt. A C-distribution with varying skewness can capture several types of irregular sampling, ranging from normal to exponential to power-law distributions. Empirical sampling distributions, from paleoclimate data in particular, 3 seem to follow the C-paradigm with very high skewness (large gaps in between dense areas). When Skewðt k Þ ¼ 2, it is equivalent to an exponential distribution of intensity Dt À1 . As a ! 1 and the skewness decreases at a rate proportional to a 
IV. RESULTS
To demonstrate how sampling by means of a Poisson process affects the estimated proportion of forbidden patterns in the periodic and chaotic Lorenz data, we plot the percentage of forbidden patterns as a function of the sampling intensity Dt in Fig. 3 for 4 m 8 and the corresponding experiments on regularly sampled data of period Dt with m ¼ 7.
Recall that periodic systems are highly regular and generally admit only a very small number of m-patterns, smaller with increasing pattern length by virtue of the outgrowth property. Thus, the relative count of forbidden patterns is very large and P ðmÞ f usually lies in the highest decile (>90%) provided m is not too small. This is also evidenced by the cross marks depicting the case m ¼ 7 of evenly spaced data (red) in Fig. 3(a) . In comparison to regular sampling, there is a dramatic drop in P ðmÞ f in the case of Poisson sampling for both periodic and chaotic time series (Fig. 3(b) ).
Three key observations can be made from Fig. 3 . First, P 21 The effect is even more pronounced in the case of Poisson sampling.
Second, if m ! 7, there is a substantial increase in the count of forbidden patterns but only for smaller mean sampling intervals. There is a huge discrepancy in the periodic case between the two sampling schemes as Dt increases. This can be seen by comparing P ð7Þ f in Fig. 3(a) for regularly and Poisson sampled data when Dt > 0:1. The estimator is detecting a particularly high number of forbidden patterns in the regular case, indicating a very dominant deterministic component (as expected), while none in the Poisson case for m ¼ 7 pointing to white noise. This is due to the fact that regularly sampled periodic data will always manifest their periodicity in the count of forbidden patterns irrespective of sampling period. In other words, the estimator will always detect regularity and periodicity even if aliasing due to undersampling leads to measuring a period greater than that of the original signal. 21 When data are obtained by Poisson sampling, on the contrary, the estimator leads to increasingly more false admissible patterns as the mean sampling interval becomes larger and gradually decays to zero. Note that this is not the case when m ¼ 8 because at some point, around Dt ' 0:25, the effects of undersampling due to insufficiently long data sets (the condition N ) m! À m þ 1 fails as N ' 67 000 and 8! ¼ 40 320) counterbalance the effects of the irregularities in the sampling interval. False forbidden patterns in the sense of Amig o et al. 22 arise (Type II error, "false negative"), which make the estimator increase again with Dt, once higher than 0.25 approximately, and will eventually approach 1.
Third, the chaotic case ( Fig. 3(b) ) indicates similar flaws in the detection of forbidden patterns, but the discrepancy compared to regular sampling is smaller if the mean sampling interval is small. In particular, comparing the two schemes for m ¼ 7 as previously, one can see that the count for Dt ¼ 0:01 differs only by approximately 5% or less. This is consistent with our previous findings on the relationship between the mean sampling period and the decorrelation and/or Lyapunov time of a chaotic system. 21 Sampling irregularly severely affects the count of forbidden patterns; however, if the resolution is high enough, the estimator can be very reliable. Larger mean sampling intervals, which are closer to the system's decorrelation time, can lead to uncorrelated consecutive measurements. These measured values will in turn lead into the introduction of novel false admissible patterns, followed by a consequent drop of the forbidden patterns' estimator to zero. This implies that the mean sampling interval is a more significant factor when sampling chaotic systems.
Finally, note that comparison between the m ¼ 7ðRÞ curves of Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) , which correspond to uniformly sampled data, might give the misleading impression that some mechanism is destroying forbidden patterns. However, both the decreasing trend in the chaotic regime and the constant curve in the periodic regime can be explained by considering the topological entropy h top ðTÞ of the dynamics, where T denotes the discrete map that acts as the (numerical) approximation of the continuous system. Sampling at different frequencies leads to the collection of data corresponding to some integer multiple iterate of this map, T ðnÞ . In the chaotic case, one may evaluate h top ðTÞ of successive iterates T ðnÞ ; T ð2nÞ ; ::: such that they match successive Dt values. This yields decreasing values of the form 1 À e m½nh top ðTÞÀlnðmÞþ1 due to the relation between the outgrowth rate of admissible patterns to h top ðTÞ 19, 22 and explains the trend. In the periodic case, the topological entropy of the map is zero and thus the curve is expected to be constant.
This analysis is consistent with the results obtained from the 8-periodic R€ ossler (results omitted) and the hyperchaotic 4D R€ ossler (Fig. 4) time series. The curves are characterised by similar trends. All m 6 curves eventually decay to zero once sampling is sufficiently sparse on average. The m ¼ 7 curve presumably decays to zero at Dt ' 2. The emergence of false admissible patterns responsible for the drop in P ðmÞ f is evident even for small mean sampling intervals. The one difference in this case is that the estimator displays improved accuracy for very fine sampling resolutions. This is clear by the juxtaposition of the m ¼ 7 and m ¼ 7ðRÞ curves for small Dt between Figs. 3(a), 3(b) , and 4. The discrepancy in the P ðmÞ f estimates computed from the hyperchaotic 4D R€ ossler is lower for all Dt. Fig. 5 depicts the corresponding results for Pareto distributed sampling intervals with the scale parameter analogous to the interval size of a regular grid. Surprisingly, Pareto sampling with moderate sampling gaps is not detrimental for the estimation of the proportion of true forbidden patterns as long as m is not too small, which is clear from the periodic case (Fig. 5(a) ). When m ! 7, the regularity of this dynamical regime is evidenced by the fact that P ðmÞ f is close to 1 as expected. The results for the chaotic trajectory ( Fig. 5(b) ), in particular, the comparison between the m ¼ 7 cases, confirm that Pareto sampling has relatively mild effects on the estimator of forbidden patterns, without a major departure from the results obtained using uniformly sampled data.
A sensible conjecture is that as long as the sampling scheme contains enough "dense" areas, i.e., finely sampled, the existence of large sampling gaps does not alter the estimated proportion of forbidden patterns that much-as long as the mean sampling interval is not too large or the pattern length too small. To emphasize this point, Fig. 6 shows a comparison between regular, Poisson and Pareto sampling for m ¼ 7 and various Dt. For comparison, we also sampled from a Cð1; DtÞ distribution, which corresponds to exponentially distributed sampling intervals of mean equal to Dt À1 . Pareto sampling is virtually indistinguishable from regular sampling if the resolution is sufficiently fine (here Dt 0:07, $14 points per unit time) in the periodic system. In the chaotic data set, this is only the case for Dt 0:04, but the difference from regular sampling is never larger than 20%, even for very coarse-grained sampling.
Exponentially distributed sampling intervals, either from a Poisson process or from a Cð1; DtÞ distribution, lead to severe underestimates of the relative count of forbidden patterns. This is true even for small Dt. There is one key difference between these two schemes, however, as the C-distributed data were sampled at a mean sampling interval of Dt À1 . Therefore, the interpretation of the results of Fig. 6 in the case of this sampling scenario is different altogether. When Dt is very small, consider 0.01 or 0.05 for instance, the corresponding mean sampling intervals are 100 and 20, respectively. The relatively high count of forbidden patterns here is owing to the fact that the time series has in fact been severely undersampled, there are insufficient data. As Dt increases, the mean sampling interval reduces and more data points lead to more visible patterns, and hence a lower count of forbidden ones. This decrease will presumably continue and lead to a decay to zero until Dt ' 10. Afterwards, the mean sampling time will be less than 0.1 and P ðmÞ f is expected to follow the results corresponding to the exponential curve (squares) in the reverse direction, thereby rendering meaningful estimates.
In summary, Pareto sampling within the parameter range outlined above does not significantly affect the relative count of forbidden patterns. Poisson sampling, in stark contrast, severely affects the estimated proportion of forbidden patterns and produces underestimates due to the presence of several false admissible patterns. However, the estimator is still highly robust if the mean sampling interval is sufficiently small. For chaotic systems, the time it takes for the autocorrelation function to cross zero may be used as a heuristic for a threshold.
The aforementioned observations lead to the question of whether one could potentially classify irregular sampling schemes based on their effects on the reliability of the forbidden patterns' estimator in detecting determinism. To this end, we consider C-sampling by varying the skewness for a fixed mean sampling interval Dt. The different probability density functions corresponding to various degrees of skewness (different colours) are shown in Fig. 7(a) for a portion of the domain we have elected to use, Dt 2 ½0; 0:3, along with the relevant logarithmic-scale plot on the full domain (Fig. 7(b) ) for large values of the skewness (exponential and power-law behaviour). The associated complementary cumulative distribution functions (cdf) are shown in Fig. 7(c) . Fig. 8 shows the relative count of forbidden patterns for various skewness levels. When Skewðt k Þ is very small, the shape parameter is large and the distribution of sampling intervals is essentially normal, centered around 0.05. The lowest value we chose is Skewðt k Þ ¼ 0:1, which yields a is close to 100% for all m, as expected for a periodic regime. In fact for m ¼ 7, the value almost coincides with the one obtained from regularly sampled data. The situation is analogous in the chaotic case as the proximity to the regular grid reference line indicates. Insufficiency of data with respect to 8! causes an overestimate in the case of m ¼ 8. The discrepancy between the estimates for the regularly and the irregularly sampled data when m ¼ 7 and the skewness is small is of the order of 1%.
Once we start increasing the skewness, P ðmÞ f drops very fast reaching a minimum in the region 2 Skewðt k Þ 4. Note that Skewðt k Þ ¼ 2 corresponds to sampling by means of a Poisson process with exponentially distributed sampling intervals. This result confirms the conclusions reached previously; this scheme seems to be one of the worst for accurately estimating the proportion of true forbidden patterns admitted by a time series.
Once the skewness of the sampling distribution increases even further (intuitively making it more asymmetric), its density function approaches a power law (see middle panel of Fig. 7 above) , rendering larger chronological gaps in the sampling scheme more frequent. In contrast to typical "fat-tailed" distributions like Weibull's or Pareto's with a very small tail index, however, the exponential decay term ensures that densely sampled areas also occur, and in fact much more frequently. This phenomenon can be better explained by looking at Fig. 7 . Keeping in mind that the mean sampling interval is the same for all distributions, we examine the heterogeneity of the sampling distribution through the lens of the complementary cdf P½t k ! t Ã (Fig. 7(c) ). In particular, we observe the frequency of extreme values in a statistical sense. How many densely sampled areas (t k ! 0) exist? How many large chronological gaps (t k ! 1)? Fine-resolution regions consist of data points whereby temporal neighbours are highly correlated (if generated by deterministic rules) and lead to increased robustness in terms of the forbidden patterns' estimator. Large chronological gaps lead to measuring successive values that are not correlated and the consequent introduction of false admissible patterns. However, the length of these large gaps is not so important since its presence can give rise to at most m À 1 false admissible patterns. It is rather the frequency of larger gaps than a certain threshold that is of utmost significance. Since the autocorrelation function crosses zero at approximately t ¼ 0.05 for our chaotic Lorenz data, we propose this value as a threshold. By looking at Fig. 7 (c) and P½t k ! 0:05 specifically, we observe that the frequency of larger ! 0:05 sampling intervals is much higher for the normal distributions (S-shaped, magenta, cyan, and green in colour) and the exponential (blue) than the power-law distributions (black and red curves). However, intermediate-sized sampling intervals are produced at a significantly higher rate by normally distributed sampling schemes and so the complementary cumulative distribution drops very rapidly. In fact, exponentially distributed data exhibit the highest probability of intervals in the range 0:05 t k 0:1. Additionally, it is evident from all panels of Fig. 7 that densely sampled areas are more frequent if the distribution is more asymmetric and exhibits powerlaw behaviour. At the same time, Fig. 7(b) shows that such sampling distributions are also characterised by more largesized sampling intervals (t k ! 0:2) in comparison to more symmetric ones. Despite this, their overall probability is orders of magnitude lower and outbalanced by the much more frequent densely sampled areas. Consequently, we deduce that the proportion of true forbidden patterns may be estimated accurately when sampling deterministic systems in a non-uniform manner, even in the presence of very large sampling intervals, as long as there is a sufficiently high number of densely sampled "fine-resolution" areas. produces stable values for a wider spectrum of skewness levels in comparison to the chaotic or hyperchaotic cases. This stability is also evident in the periodic Lorenz case (Fig.  8(a) ), albeit at a somewhat lesser degree as the Lorenz time series is generated by a slightly more complex limit cycle mechanism in phase space. This robustness in periodic data can be explained by the fact that P 
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Sakellariou et al. Chaos 26, 123104 (2016) data even at very coarse sampling resolutions (although at a multiple of the underlying period). In periodic time series, the regularity of sampling points is more significant than the average sampling density, which is in agreement with our previous findings. 21 This phenomenon may also be observed by comparing the chaotic Lorenz results (Fig. 8(b) ) with the hyperchaotic R€ ossler results (Fig. 9(b) ). The latter is a more complex system that, however, exhibits a strong quasiperiodic character in the phase-space projection onto the x-coordinate (also manifested in the associated autocorrelation function). Therefore, the P ðmÞ f estimator produces values closer to the regular sampling benchmark even for less symmetric distributions in the region 0 Skewðt k Þ 1 since fewer false admissible patterns emerge.
Furthermore, at high skewness levels we observe high P ðmÞ f estimates, which slowly approach the regular sampling benchmark. Note that the estimates are more accurate in the hyperchaotic data. In this parameter region, there is a simultaneous presence of large chronological gaps and densely sampled regions as discussed above. In periodic data whereby the regularity of sampling is of primary concern, this leads to more false admissible patterns. In chaotic or hyperchaotic data whereby the average sampling density in comparison to the decorrelation/Lyapunov time of the system is of utmost significance, P ðmÞ f estimates are more stable. This can also be seen in the Lorenz case (see m ¼ 7 curves in Figs. 8(a) and 8(b) ). Finally, if the level of skewness is intermediate, P ðmÞ f produces relatively poor estimates, just as in the Lorenz case. A notable difference, however, is that P ðmÞ f values are generally higher and more stable for these systems, in contrast to the Lorenz results. Our hypothesis is that stronger periodic behaviour minimises the potential for false admissible patterns and thus we observe slightly higher P ðmÞ f values by virtue of the nature of these systems.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The numerical experiments conducted herein allowed us to examine the robustness of the estimator of the relative count of forbidden patterns with respect to various irregularly sampled time series. We considered sampling intervals from exponential, Pareto and Gamma distributions and established the conditions under which the count of forbidden patterns can be a reliable criterion for detecting determinism. Our findings indicate that irregular sampling plays an important role in the resulting estimate and certain sampling distributions are preferable to others in this sense. While an experimentalist does not have the freedom of choosing a particular sampling scheme in general, given knowledge of the sampling distribution one can make a heuristic evaluation about the reliability of this measure as a criterion for detecting determinism in this data set.
As our previous investigation 21 showed, the pattern length parameter needs to be set as large as the length of the data set permits. This is in order to minimise the existence of both false admissible and false forbidden patterns, thereby eliminating effects of uncorrelated time series points and undersampling, respectively. Additionally, for periodic systems the regularity of the sampling scheme is more important than the mean sampling interval, as periodicity is still captured well from a forbidden patterns perspective even at periods greater than the original. On the contrary, in chaotic systems it is more important to ensure a mean sampling interval within the range where correlation is still observed in the autocorrelation function.
Sampling by means of a Poisson point process can lead to gross underestimation of the proportion of true forbidden patterns-unless the mean sampling interval is very low. This is because of the creation of many false admissible patterns when many larger-sized intervals than the critical correlation time are counted. Such patterns should not occur but are rather a consequence of this particular manner of sampling, which leads to many decorrelated pairs of successive time series points. Therefore, forbidden patterns' estimates can potentially be very inaccurate when the sampling distribution is exponential. Necessary conditions include a sufficiently large pattern length, a long enough data set relative to m!, and a smaller mean sampling time than a typical decorrelation time, otherwise distinction between determinism and randomness may become unreliable.
Our most significant finding is that estimates of forbidden patterns do not suffer significantly in the presence of moderate or even large chronological gaps if certain conditions are met. This type of sampling is common in geoscientific measurements and, therefore, forbidden patterns will likely be a reliable tool in detecting determinism in such data sets. To simulate this sampling situation, we considered Pareto and C-sampling distributions with various degrees of skewness. Very low or high skewness levels produce distributions, which lead to reliable forbidden patterns estimates as long as the requirements of large pattern length and small mean sampling interval are fulfilled. At high skewness levels, we observed a reliability of the estimate, which was more unexpected. The primary condition here is to ensure a sufficiently high frequency of densely sampled areas (i.e., small sampling intervals), considerably higher than the number of large chronological gaps.
Consequently, we propose that the first moment and the degree of asymmetry of an empirical sampling distribution may be used as heuristic indicators in order to assess the reliability of the estimate of the count of forbidden patterns. Thereby, one can further assess the potential for detection of determinism using this measure. In this regard, either very high symmetry-additionally characterised by very thin tails and small variance-or complete asymmetry with moderate to fat tails is strongly preferred. Such sampling regimes minimise the recording of both false admissible and false forbidden patterns.
